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ABSTRACT

Multiple virus infections affectQ:2 the competence of host plants to
transmit disease. The effects of coinfection on transmission are expected
to produce ecologically complex pathogen and host-pathogen interac-
tions. However, the prediction of disease risk will rely on untangling
nonrandom from random patterns of infection to identify underlying
processes that drive these interactions. Are the spatial distributions of
infections in complex multispecies systems random or not? For the first
time, we use an empirical evaluation of this basic but nontrivial question
to test the hypothesis that coinfection contributes to (i) nonrandom
ecological interactions between hosts and viruses and (ii) structuring
infection distributions. We use a novel approach that decomposed the
ecological interactions of 11 generalist viruses in 47 host species in four
habitats of an agroecosystem into single-infection and coinfection
“modes.” Then, we relate ecological structuring in infection networks
to the distribution of infection using generalized regression models. The

network analyses of coinfection showed that virus_host interactions
occurred more often than expected at random in one of the four habitats,
Edge. A pattern of specific interactions was shared between Edge and the
ecosystem, indicating scale invariance. The regression modeling also
showed that the plant community characteristics of Edge were unique in
explaining infection distributions. The results showed that the spatial
distribution of infection at the ecosystem level was not only a species-
specific phenomenon but also, strongly structured by specific virus_virus
and host_virus interactions. The evidence of scale invariance and the
special role of Edge as a reservoir suggest that ecological interactions
were less strongly structured by community differences among habitats
than by wider-scale processes and traits underlying the interactions.
Addressing whether reservoir communities significantly contribute to
epidemiological processes at the ecosystem scale is a promising avenue
for future research.

Plant pathogens that infect multiple species have great potential
to interact with a diversity of other pathogens via coinfection
(Woolhouse et al. 2001). Coinfection of an individual can produce
synergistic to antagonistic interactions between pathogens that are
important to transmission dynamics (Syller 2012). However, the
relative importance of coinfection has been underestimated by
the single host_single pathogen studies that tend to dominate the
literature (Barrett et al. 2009;Woolhouse et al. 2002). Coinfection is
expected to affect species interactions that drive the risk of disease
in natural environments and add to the complexity of transmission
(Telfer et al. 2010; Tollenaere et al. 2016). The complexity
of ecological interactions will, therefore, add to the difficulty
of identifying nonrandom spatial effects on the distribution of
infection. The identification of nonrandom distribution patterns of
infection is an important step for predicting transmission pathways
in natural communities.
In multispecies systems, general factors that explain the

distribution of infections are largely unknown, because it is unclear
how environmental heterogeneity affects the susceptibility of hosts
and their competence to transmit pathogens (Streicker et al. 2013).
Environmental heterogeneity also has implications for themovement
ecology of vector-borne pathogens (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000).
Generally, transmission depends on ecological interactions among
pathogens and the hosts that they infect (Gurarie and Seto 2008;Yang

et al. 2015). Infection heterogeneity, where a small proportion of
hosts supports a large proportion of pathogens, is a common
observation in many systems (McLeish et al. 2017; Streicker et al.
2013; Susi et al. 2015) and implies nonrandom patterns of infection
distributions in natural environments. Coinfection is also common
(Lello et al. 2004;Malpica et al. 2006;Woolhouse et al. 2001), and it
is hypothesized to affect virulence and pathogen accumulation, the
generation and maintenance of genetic diversity, and ultimately,
transmission (Tollenaere et al. 2016). Understanding how the
distributions of host plants and coinfecting pathogens overlap or
not is critical to uncovering mechanisms that drive transmission.
The distribution of plants in agricultural ecosystems is character-

ized by high variation in density over space in areas usually
comprising crops, semiwild pastures, and various successional
assemblies, such as fallow fields.Measures used to evaluate variation
in these cover types, so-called compositional heterogeneity, include
diversity parameters, such as richness and evenness (Fahrig et al.
2011). Strong compositional heterogeneity in agroecosystems affects
transmission, because it influences the spatiotemporal mixing of
plants, pathogens, and vectors, structuring pathogen distributions
(Buhnerkempe et al. 2015; Malmstrom et al. 2006; Perkins et al.
2013; Power and Mitchell 2004; Streicker et al. 2013; Viana et al.
2014). For instance, in a multihost, multipathogen system, infection,
transmission, and coinfection of parasitic fungal pathogens depended
on functional groups of herbs, grasses, and legumes in communities
of up to 60 species (Rottstock et al. 2014). Compositional
heterogeneity among habitats of an agricultural ecosystem is,
therefore, expected to generate nonrandom ecological interactions
among viruses and host plants and drive transmission and infection
heterogeneity. Furthermore, coinfection may also mediate infection
heterogeneity, because transmission is an emergent property of
within-host and between-host processes.
Network-based approaches are useful for identifying nonrandom

associations present in biologically complex interactions (Ings et al.
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2009; Lewinsohn et al. 2006). For instance, bipartite networks have
been used to infer the spread of infectious disease in heterogeneous
environments (Craft et al. 2010; Leventhal et al. 2015). One of the
major observations made from ecological interaction networks is
the tendency for some species interactions to be compartmental-
ized, a quality known as modularity. Modularity is a measure of
ecological interactions and the division of a network into
compartments (Krause et al. 2003; Newman and Girvan 2004).
Coinfection is expected to increase the ecological interactions of
plants and pathogens at the individual and community levels and
reveal important components of transmission dynamics.
Generalist plant viruses offer an excellent opportunity to

investigate ecological interactions resulting from coinfection and
identify components of the system that are essential to transmission.
For example, Seabloom et al. (2010) related virus diversity to
coinfection rates of barley and cereal yellow dwarf viruses in
Bromus hordeaceus, Elymus glaucus, and Avena fatua. The study
found that virus coinfection was conditional on plant community
type, vector ecology, and environmental factors. In another study,
Seabloom et al. (2009) used an empirical model to show that
coinfection of the native grass E. glaucus by communities of
luteoviruses and poleroviruses was associated with vector ecology
more so than cross-protective immunity mechanisms within the
host. Vector behavior changed according to the plant communities
in which host species occurred. Coinfectionmight also add a degree
of stochasticity to interactions in a plant-pathogen system. For
example, at a comparatively small scale in a wild population of
Cucurbita pepo, coinfection by ZucchiniQ:3 yellow mosaic virus
(ZYMV) and Watermelon mosaic virus (WMV) resulted in
differential plant fitness costs that were dependent on the type of
virus_virus interaction (Salvaudon et al. 2013). If the spatial
distribution of the type of coinfection is random, it implies that the
distribution of plants with low/high fitness is also random.
The objective of this study was to identify and highlight the

network of ecological interactions that was expected from
coinfection and compare it with a baseline of single infections
only. This approach makes it possible to determine whether the
distribution of coinfections in the ecosystem generates well-
connected network architectures or not and if so, which species
interactions were the strongest. Observations of 11 generalist
viruses and the 47 plant species that they infected were related to
four cover types (henceforth, “habitats”) of an agricultural
ecosystem. We measured infection heterogeneity using estimates
of infection prevalence. Regression models were then used to
evaluate the variance contribution to infection heterogeneity of
either coinfection or diversity among the habitats (compositional
heterogeneity). The network and regression approaches comple-
ment each other, because networks provide evidence of species-
level interactions and their strength, whereas regression makes it
possible to evaluate the distribution of infection at the community
level. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses that (i)
coinfection contributes more than single infections to nonrandom
associations and ecological interactions between hosts and viruses
and that (ii) coinfection contributes to the distribution of pathogen
prevalence among habitats. We found that the coinfection networks
exhibited ecological interactions that resulted in strong (non-
random) compartmentalization compared with the single-infection
networks. The results of the two main analyses agree on the unique
role of a particular habitat, Edge, in structuring infection in the
ecosystem. Single infections were significantly related to habitat
community parameters by contrast to coinfections, which were
partly structured by compositional heterogeneity and largely
structured by wider ecosystem-level processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample collection. Sampling of leaf tissue took place from
2000 to 2002 in central Spain, with collections made in each season

from two sites (i.e., four resamples × two sites per habitat) in each
of four habitats: (i) the boundary immediately adjacent to
cultivated fields (Edge), (ii) agricultural fields left fallow between
crops at the time of sampling (Fallow), and (iii) abandoned sites
largely undisturbed by current land use practices for >2 years
interspersed among crops (Wasteland), and (iv) cultivated fields
(Crop). Crops were absent during winter and spring and sampled
in summer and autumn. Crops are separated by narrow borders of
relatively permanent plant assemblages in Edge, which are left
generally intact between seasonal cropping. Edge sites occasion-
ally experienced low-level disturbance by either burning or partial
plowing. Fallow communities assemble de novo at different times
throughout the year owing to tillage cycles. Wasteland and Edge
communities comprise successional assemblies that remained
largely untouched by anthropogenic disturbance. The dimensions
of each habitat vary but retain specific community characteristics,
and they form a mosaic of patches across the ecosystem. The
analysis of the sampling effort by rarefaction has been detailed in
previous work (McLeish et al. 2017), and it indicated near-
asymptotic curves for all habitats (Supplementary Fig. S1). The
distinctions among the habitats and their community character-
istics were also described. The study sites were dispersed over an
area of 10 km2. The spatial relationships between Edge and
Wasteland were constant, but the locations of Fallow and Crop
varied every year. Leaf samples, regardless of showing symptoms,
were collected from one plant at each of 25 fixed points along
transects in 10 × 10-m quadrats at each site at each collection.
Depending on the plant species, a number of leaf samples (>5 and
<20) from different parts of the individual were collected. Leaf
samples were not collected if a plant was not present at a fixed
point. Under systematic sampling, we assume that comparative
frequencies of the observed infections represent realized interac-
tions. The data are available from the Dryad Digital Repository
(http://datadryad.org/).

Virus detection. Plant collections were analyzed using double-
antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
(Clark and Adams 1977) to detect 11 ssRNA viruses Q:4(Supple-
mentary Table S1): Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV), Beet Western
yellow virus (BWYV), Bean yellow mosaic virus (BYMV),
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Lettuce mosaic virus (LMV),
Papaya ringspot virus (PRSV), Potato virus Y (PVY), Tomato
spotted wilt virus (TSWV), Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV), WMV,
and ZYMV. These viruses are transmitted by aphid vectors in a
nonpersistent manner, except BWYV, which is transmitted by
aphids in a persistent, nonpropagative manner, and TSWV, which
is transmitted by thrips in a persistent propagative way (Whitfield
et al. 2015). A samplewas considered as infected by a certain virus
if the absorbance in the ELISA was greater than or equal to two
times the negative controls (Supplementary File S1). The primary
data included 16,148 observations that included 1,468 individual
plants and the 11 viruses infecting them. Of the 1,468 records
comprising 71 plant species, 395 individuals supported 608
infections of at least 1 of the 11 viruses, and 47 had at least one
specimen infected by 1 virus.

Infection network analysis. Bipartite networks were con-
structed to quantify infections (links) between the 11 viruses and the
47 host plants (nodes). A complete list of taxon codes is given in
SupplementaryTable S2. Parallel links (more than one link joining a
pair of nodes)were simplified andweighted in undirected networks.
Network approaches assume a finite spatial-temporal boundary
(i.e., the agroecosystem) with known taxonomic resolution, and
observations were derived with a systematic procedure (Lewinsohn
et al. 2006). Network links were defined as a single infection (links
between a virus and individual host with one observed infection),
coinfection (i.e., observations of individual hosts with more than
one infection), or total infection (i.e., both single infections and
coinfections) to compare modularity of each infection mode from
each of the four habitats. Monopartite networks were generated by
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compressing the bipartite networks for convenient visualization of
virus-only coinfection interactions. The links in the monopartite
networks were weighted by the number of times that the
corresponding relationship between two viruses was repeated.
Becausemonopartite networks are less informative,we assessed the
ecological interactions of each mode of infection using bipartite
networks. Differences between the node degree cumulative
frequency distributions (CFDs) P(k) of the single-infection and
coinfection networks were tested, and departures from expectations
of the power law distribution were assessed using the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test. By contrast to random networks, many real networks
have increasingly well-connected architectures that show depar-
tures from the expectations of a power law distribution (Barabási
and Albert 1999). Modularity (Q) was used to measure network
compartmentalization and estimated using the Walktrap algorithm
(Pons and Latapy 2006). The estimate of Q was compared with a
distribution of 1,000 randomized networks having the same number
of nodes and links as in the observed network using a t test. All
network manipulations and analyses were conducted with the R (R
Core Team 2012) packages igraph (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) and
NetIndices (Kones et al. 2009).

Modeling co-prevalence in the plant-pathogen system.
We implemented generalized linear mixedmodels (GLMMs) using
two designs to test the effect of compositional heterogeneity on
infection heterogeneity measured as prevalence. Multiple compet-
ing models were used to statistically test the contribution of
predictor variables to the variance structures of the models. We
modified the measure of prevalence to explicitly account for the
number of infections in an individual and called it co-prevalence.
Co-prevalence is the sum of infections (of any of the 11 viruses,
including single infections) detected in each individual sample of a
given host species divided by the abundance of that species. Thus,
co-prevalence depended on not only the mode of (single or
multiple) infection but also, the number of different viruses
coinfecting an individual (Supplementary Fig. S2). The probability
distribution of the co-prevalence variablewasmodeled using kernel
density estimation and compared with that of the distribution of the
prevalence variable. The distribution of the co-prevalence variable
was left skewed by comparison with that of prevalence. The left-
skewed distribution could be corrected by using a log trans-
formation. Therefore, an inverse gamma distribution was used to
relate the fixed factors to co-prevalence, and a log link was used
between the error terms of the random factor and predictors in the
generalized regression models.
The first GLMM design enabled us to test temporal and spatial

effects and the relative importance of virus or host species identity
on co-prevalence while specifying a factor for infection mode used
to distinguish singly from coinfected individuals as in the network
analyses. These models included temporal factors for year and
season, a spatial factor for habitat, plant community parameters for
relative abundance (counts included infected and noninfected
individuals of host species) andTsallis diversity (Sq) of host species,
species factors for the host plant or virus, and infection mode (a
binary factor for either singly infected individual or coinfected
individual). Host plant diversity Sq was estimated for each year/
season/habitat combination.
We used a second design (n = 47 host species subjects) to address

whether coinfection was associated with habitat-specific fixed
factors for relative host abundance. A random factor for coinfection
level was introduced to assess differences in frequency of
coinfection among the habitats. Six separate levels for up to greater
than six infections, with each host species as a subject, and the
number of coinfections in each species were summed at each level
and treated as a factor. Model suitability was assessed with the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) and residual deviance tests
(RDTs). An RDTof 1.0 indicates that the model provides a good fit
for the data. The models were implemented using the R package
lme4 (Bates et al. 2015).

RESULTS

Network architecture and plant-virus communities. The
results showed that, of a total of 608 links, 341 (56%) represented
coinfections, and 267 (44%) represented single infections. The
node degree (k) cumulative frequency of each network indicated
ecological interactions that exceeded expectations of a power law
distribution visualized in Supplementary Figure S3. However, the
null hypothesis that the single-infection and coinfection CFDs
of the node degree belong to the same distribution Q:5was rejected
(two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov, D = 0.622, P < 0.0001). The
coinfection CFD showed a greater departure than the single-
infection CDF from the power law expectation. The greater the
departure, the larger the proportion of highly linked nodes in the
network (Supplementary Fig. S4). On average, there were
significantly fewer weighted network links of single infection
[paired two-tailed t(10) = _2.375, P value = 0.019] than weighted
links of virus coinfection (Fig. 1), and there were significantly
fewer weighted network links of single infection than for
coinfections [Welsh two-sample, two-tailed t(44.68) = _4.262, P <
0.001] among the host species (Supplementary Fig. S5). Both
results indicated the dominance of coinfection in the ecosystem.
The modularity Q of the randomized sample mean was
significantly less [one-sample t(999) = _5.486, P < 0.0001] than
the observed estimate in the Edge coinfection network (Supple-
mentary Table S3) and indicated that Edge had greater than
expected modularity compared with the other habitats. The
estimate for the number of modules in both the Edge and the
Total coinfection networks was two. Together, these results
showed that Edge had ecological interactions distinct from the
other habitats but similar ecological structuring to all of the
habitats combined at the ecosystem level.
The infection networks (Figs. 2, 3, and Supplementary Figs. S6

and S7) showed six main patterns. (i) AMV and CMV had the
highest linkage specificity (the number of links between two
nodes) of single-infection interactions. (ii) BWYVand TSWVhad
high-frequency interactions in the coinfection network. (iii) High
linkage specificity by AMV and CMV differed in that they
occurred either within or between modules, respectively. (iv)
CMV tended to be linked to multiple hosts both within and
between modules, whereas AMV tended to be linked within its
module to highly connected multiple plant species. (v) Potyviruses,
WMV, BYMV, LMV, ZYMV, TuMV, PRSV, and PVY, were

Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of links in weighted networks of the virus
infection modes. Coinfections (black bars) and single infections (gray bars) are
for all 47 host species. AMV, Alfalfa mosaic virus; BWYV, Beet Western
yellow virus; BYMV, Bean yellow mosaic virus; CMV, Cucumber mosaic
virus; LMV, Lettuce mosaic virus; PRSV, Papaya ringspot virus; PVY, Potato
virus Y; TSWV, Tomato spotted wilt virus; TuMV, Turnip mosaic virus; WMV,
Watermelon mosaic virus; and ZYMV, Zucchini yellow mosaic virus.
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found in the same module of the coinfection networks. (vi) The
most frequent infections overall were by species (AMV, BWYV,
CMV, and TSWV) of four virus genera. These viruses also had
relatively wide host ranges (Supplementary Fig. S8) (based on
infections detected in this study) on species that were relatively
abundant (Supplementary Fig. S9). The largest group of viruses
comprised CMV and the potyviruses, and they were connected
within a module observed in both the Edge and ecosystem-level
coinfection networks. Similarly, AMV, BWYV, and TSWV were
members of the same module regardless of the network.
Amaranthus sp. (H2), Convolvulus arvensis (H12), Diplotaxis
erucoides (H16), andFumaria sp. (H19), were often observed in the
same module. D. erucoides (H16) and Lactuca serriola (H22) had
strong ecological interactions between and within modules in most
of the networks. By comparison, Medicago sativa (H27) had
stronger within-module ecological interactions. Highly frequent
coinfections in Edge species included D. erucoides (in a single
individual: AMV, CMV, PVY, TSWV, and WMV), Trifolium
pratense (in a single individual: AMV, BYMV, PRSV, TSWV,
WMV, and ZYMV), and Xanthium strumarium (in a single
individual: CMV, BYMV, LMV, PRSV, WMV, and ZYMV) as
well as Amaranthus sp. (H2), C. arvensis (H12), and Fumaria sp.
(H19). The same species also had frequent single infections in other
habitats. Hosts, such as Amaranthus sp. (H2), D. erucoides (H16),
L. serriola (H22), and M. sativa (H27), had high-frequency single
infections and also supported high coinfection levels in other
instances.

Coinfection and prevalence. The first series of GLMMs
indicated that the factor for year had a relatively weak contribution
to total variance of the co-prevalence response (Supplementary
Table S4). We dropped year in subsequent models to optimize
model simplicity and performance. A factor for season and habitat

Fig. 2. Undirected weighted bipartite infection networks. Graphs are for single-infection networks (left) and coinfection networks (right) produced by the random
walk algorithm in the detection of network partitions (modules) at the ecosystem level. Host species are coded H. The color areas around nodes indicate a module.
High-linkage specificity interactions observed in the blue module (right network) included the following: H2, Amaranthus sp.; H12, Convolvulus arvensis; H13,
Conyza sp.; H14, Datura stramonium; H16, Diplotaxis erucoides; H18, Foeniculum vulgare; H19, Fumaria sp.; H20, Galium verum; H22, Lactuca serriola; H23,
Lamium amplexicaule; H27, Medicago sativa; H32, Plantago sp.; H35, Rubia peregrina; H42, Sonchus oleraceus; and H46, Trifolium pratense. Red links indicate
connections between modules, and black links define within-module connections. AMV, Alfalfa mosaic virus; BWYV, Beet Western yellow virus; BYMV, Bean
yellow mosaic virus; CMV, Cucumber mosaic virus; LMV, Lettuce mosaic virus; PRSV, Papaya ringspot virus; PVY, Potato virus Y; TSWV, Tomato spotted wilt
virus; TuMV, Turnip mosaic virus; WMV, Watermelon mosaic virus; and ZYMV, Zucchini yellow mosaic virus.

Fig. 3. An undirected and weighted coinfection network of Edge. The graph
was produced using the random walk algorithm to detect network modules.
Host species are coded H. The color areas around nodes indicates a module.
Red links indicate connections between modules, and black links define
within-module connections. AMV, Alfalfa mosaic virus; BWYV, Beet Western
yellow virus; BYMV, Bean yellow mosaic virus; CMV, Cucumber mosaic
virus; LMV, Lettuce mosaic virus; PRSV, Papaya ringspot virus; PVY, Potato
virus Y; TSWV, Tomato spotted wilt virus; TuMV, Turnip mosaic virus; WMV,
Watermelon mosaic virus; and ZYMV, Zucchini yellow mosaic virus.
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resulted inweak contributions to total variance unless combined in a
nested term that indicated that seasonal effects were associatedwith
at least one of the habitats. A factor for host species had a much
stronger effect on co-prevalence comparedwith virus species until a
nested factor for either single-infection or coinfection mode was
added. These strong contributions indicated cases of single
infections or coinfections that were structured among individual
host and virus species. The prediction of co-prevalence was
improved when infection modes of both virus and host plant
species were included in the model (Supplementary Table S5).
These results together indicatedweak contributions by seasonal and
habitat variation. Host abundance was always significant and
negatively related to co-prevalence, with relatively weak effects
from host diversity (Sq) that were significant only when the model
included a predictor factor for host species.
We reshaped the data to address explicitly the effects of each

habitat on infection heterogeneity. The contribution of coinfection
level to total variancewas negligible aftermore than three infections
(Supplementary Table S6). The similarity in low AIC model fit
values and high RDT scores among the coinfection model designs
up to more than two infections contrasted the single-infection
design with relative weak model fit. The model for more than one
infection had the lowest AICmodel fit and highest RDTprobability.
Species relative abundance in each habitat was a significant [Wald
c2(1), P < 0.0001] predictor of single infections (Table 1). The
relationship between abundance and co-prevalence was significant
[Wald c2(1), P < 0.011] in Edge habitat for up to more than two
infections (Table 1), but it was nonsignificant for any level of
coinfection in the other habitats. Edge had the only significant

abundance effect in relation to coinfection and the prediction of
co-prevalence.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study that we are aware of that investigates the
structuring of individuals and species in multispecies plant_virus
systems. By comparing network with regression analyses and
treating coinfection separately from single-infection interactions,
we found that both approaches agreed on a unique role for Edge in
transmission. The network analysis showed that coinfectionwas the
most frequent mode of infection in the ecosystem and contributed
more to ecological interactions than single infections. Evidence of
frequent encounters among specific viruses and hosts, multiple
infections of up to six viruses in an individual, and greater than
expected modularity owing to coinfection all indicated nonrandom
associations. This agreed with our first main hypothesis: that
coinfection contributes more than single infection to nonrandom
associations and ecological interactions between viruses and hosts.
The most notable finding was that the same patterns of ecological
interactions among species occurred at two spatial scales (i.e., the
ecological interactions of Edge and the ecosystem coinfection
networks suggest that they were independent of scale). This pattern
of self-similarity in modularity between networks suggests scale
invariance (Wu and Li 2006). The pattern was produced only when
ecological interactions in the network were defined by coinfection.
The observations from the networks clearly paralleled the

significant results that emerged from the GLMMs. For instance,
the significant effect of Edge habitat diversity on infection

TABLE 1. Explanatory variables of habitat-level generalized linear mixed models for co-prevalence (n = 47)a

Estimate SE c2 df P (>c2) AIC DAIC RDT

One infection 47.4 9.9 0.759
(Intercept) _0.354 0.008
ED abundance _0.203 0.008 715.978 1 <2.2e-16
FF abundance _0.037 0.008 23.435 1 <0.0001
WL abundance _0.152 0.008 403.560 1 <2.2e-16
CR abundance _0.132 0.008 304.199 1 <2.2e-16

More than one infection 37.5 0.0 0.982
(Intercept) 0.097 0.291
ED abundance _0.341 0.135 6.409 1 0.011
FF abundance _0.173 0.170 1.040 1 0.308
WL abundance _0.218 0.172 1.617 1 0.203
CR abundance _0.188 0.115 2.644 1 0.104

More than two infections 38.7 1.2 0.973
(Intercept) 0.161 0.263
ED abundance _0.315 0.114 7.581 1 0.006
FF abundance _0.153 0.160 0.908 1 0.341
WL abundance _0.232 0.152 2.326 1 0.127
CR abundance _0.124 0.118 1.115 1 0.291

More than three infections 45.5 8.0 0.829
(Intercept) 0.069 0.311
ED abundance _0.166 0.098 2.859 1 0.091
FF abundance _0.181 0.174 1.076 1 0.300
WL abundance _0.136 0.145 0.881 1 0.348
CR abundance _0.093 0.112 0.687 1 0.407

More than four infections 48.9 11.4 0.701
(Intercept) _0.331 0.132
ED abundance _0.187 0.103 3.315 1 0.069
FF abundance _0.030 0.158 0.036 1 0.850
WL abundance _0.142 0.158 0.812 1 0.367
CR abundance _0.144 0.121 1.408 1 0.235

More than five infections 48.9 11.4 0.701
(Intercept) _0.331 0.132
ED abundance _0.187 0.103 3.315 1 0.069
FF abundance _0.030 0.158 0.036 1 0.850
WL abundance _0.142 0.158 0.812 1 0.367
CR abundance _0.144 0.121 1.408 1 0.235

a Abundance was summed at the habitat level, with coinfectionQ:8 levels as random factors. The P values are for the Wald c2 test. AIC, Akaike information criterion;
RDT, residual deviance test P value; and SE, standard error.
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heterogeneity in the regression models mirrored the higher than
expected modularity found only in Edge habitat from the networks.
Edge was the only habitat that consistently exhibited community
parameters that were significant in explaining co-prevalence. This
observation supported our second main hypothesis that coinfection
contributed to the distribution of infection among the habitats.
However, the pattern of scale invariance and the unique properties
of Edge revealed by the GLMMs suggest that the ecological
interactions produced by coinfection were not wholly a function of
habitat differences (i.e., compositional heterogeneity) but also,
were a function of abiotic and biotic factors associated with
processes wider than the extent of the ecosystem. These results
together imply that ecological interactions among pivotal plant and
virus species might be a stronger indicator of reservoirs of infection
than single host-single pathogen interactions.

Ecological interactions and module membership. The
network analyses showed that coinfection increased the number of
links among particular species in the networks, which was not
observable in single-infection networks. For instance, AMV,
BWYV, and TSWV typically had strong interactions with hosts,
such as D. erucoides, M. sativa, Conyza sp., C. arvense, and
Lamiumamplexicaule (Fig. 3).All of the potyviruses co-occurred in
the same module and constituted proportionally more coinfections
among their hosts. Although these potyviruses have different host
ranges and vector specificities, potyviruses can complement the
transmission of each other in mixed infections (Pirone and Blanc
1996). The coinfection networks showed that CMVoften coinfected
with PVY, BYMV, LMV, WMV, TuMV, and PRSV in hosts that
belonged to another module. Pathogens, such as CMV, with a wide
ecological niche (Sacristán et al. 2004) theoretically create stable
ecological associations important to the evolution of specialized
resource use (Ings et al. 2009). Species that connect many others,
like CMV, that may not normally interact directly have been
referred to as “super-generalists” (Olesen et al. 2007). Super-
generalists can decrease the frequency of coevolutionary events,
because they impose similar selective pressures on the species that
they interact with (Guimarães et al. 2011). Frequently interacting
species have been termed “hubs” and can refer to either individual
species or members of densely linked network modules (Ings et al.
2009). Host plants, such as D. erucoides and L. serriola, that acted
as hubs might have a role in maintaining trait interactions among
many viruses. The wider ecological associations of “generalist”
viruses might reduce specific pairwise-like trait interactions and
result in relatively diffuse within-host selective mechanisms
(Karasov et al. 2014). This suggests that the contribution of
coinfection to increasing ecological interactions promotes multi-
species coevolutionary relationships (Toju et al. 2017) and underlies
evolution in the plant-pathogen system.
The pattern of scale invariance in Edgewas conspicuous, because

it was the only habitat that exhibited ecological interactions that
corresponded to that of the ecosystem. We removed all nodes and
links of Edge from an ecosystem-level network analysis [t(999) =
137.57, P < 0.0001] to positively confirm (two modules, one with
AMV, BWYV, and TSWV) that the scale invariance at the larger
scale was independent of Edge interactions. Although there was a
significant [c2(3) = 23.41, P < 0.0001] habitat effect on the
proportions of single infections and coinfections, no clear pattern
emerged from the networks that could explain the distribution of the
infection modes among habitats. For instance, the number of
infections (links) of each infection mode in each habitat did not
significantly [c2(7)= 0.134,P= 1.000] correspondwith connectance
(C; another type of measurement of ecological interactions). Virus
host range had a role in infection heterogeneity (Fig. 1) among hosts
and correlated with more infections (r2 = 0.954, P < 0.0001) in
general. However, host range did not seem to relate directly to
ecological interactions, because it did not correspond to frequencies
of either single infection or coinfection. For instance, inCrop, CMV
with the widest host range had strong single-infection interactions

with Amaranthus sp. but no coinfections. The reverse scenario was
observed in Edge, where CMV coinfections dominated the inter-
actions with Amaranthus sp. Similarly, AMV had strong single-
infection interactions with M. sativa but far fewer coinfections
in Edge. Ecological interactions were a function of coinfection
and the composition and identity of host species present in Edge.
Together, this suggests that ecological interactions and transmission
among particular pathogens and hosts are contingent on spatial
dependencies.
Habitat-independent species interactions and patterns consistent

with scale invariance both suggest that transmission depended on
ecological interactions (i.e., coinfection) and the spatial organiza-
tion of virus and host species resources. Virus infection and host
susceptibility traits may, therefore, be disconnected from one
another at a given space and time. For instance, the widest host
ranges and highest total number of infections were not positively
correlated with our measure of infection heterogeneity (Supple-
mentary Fig. S10). Furthermore, patterns produced by the networks
suggest that the viruses with the widest host ranges had distinct
ecological interactions that varied among the habitats. Shared
module membership among the potyviruses, the unique role that
CMV had in connecting communities, and conserved module
membership of taxonomically divergent viruses together implied
higher-level organization of epidemiological processes. Species
membership distinctions between modules might be analogous to
between-community ecological niche differentiation (b-niche). In
other studies, b-diversity variation in plant-virus interactions was
correlated with climate and host abundance (Biddle et al. 2012;
Fraile et al. 2017). Modules may represent the a-niche, where
fitness is largely dependent on within-community coexistence
(Devictor et al. 2010). Because environmental change may alter
contact rates within or between communities, the fitness landscape
under which virus_plant or virus_virus evolution occurs may also
change (Estrada-Peña et al. 2014). Selection for wider or narrower
resource use strategies and transmission dynamics will, therefore,
depend on the difference between the rate of ecological niche
change and the rate at which a population can adapt to it (Elena and
Sanjuán 2003). Additionally, scale invariance of ecological
interactions implies that the ecological niches that constrain or
promote pathogen evolution and emergence are also spatially
variable, because resource dimensions that define a niche are
subject to spatial dependencies. Consequently, different infectivity
or resistance phenotypes might respond to processes that propagate
at different scales. Additionally, the scale of a processmay also vary
according to the spatial and temporal arrangements of species and
other resources.

Ecological interactions, coinfection, and infection
heterogeneity. It must be emphasized that the strength of ecolog-
ical network analyses is in their ability to reveal focal species and
community dynamics, but they are limited in their ability to link
these patterns to causal mechanisms. However, the GLMM
analyses provided a contrasting approach that enabled the
evaluation of specific community parameters in addition to the
effects of coinfection on structuring infection. The GLMMs
showed that compositional heterogeneity (differences in host
abundances among the habitats) best explained infection hetero-
geneity only under single infections (Table 1), because there
was a significant effect by all habitats under this model design.
When coinfection was specified in the models, Edge produced
the only significant relationship between community parameters
and infection heterogeneity for up to more than three infec-
tions (Table 1). Infection heterogeneity depended on particular
interactions among certain species (i.e., hubs) and not just the
number of links (i.e., infections). For example, Wasteland had
lower relative abundances and higher co-prevalence than Edge
(Supplementary Fig. S11), but it also had lower than expected
modularity. The viruses that contributed to most single infections
and coinfections (and ecological interactions) overall (AMV,
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BWYV, CMV, and TSWV) were associated with high abundance
hosts and not generally associated with high co-prevalence. This
suggests that predicting ecological processes that cause infection
heterogeneity and transmission dynamics partly relies on
identifying scale dependencies among hub species.
The results of GLMMs (Table 1) together with patterns produced

by the network analyses suggest a connection between the
community parameters of Edge and the higher than expected
network modularity of Edge. As we have seen from discrepancies
between the structural patterns observed among hosts and viruses in
Edge and the other habitats, ecological processes that correspond to
infection heterogeneity and transmission might not have to
correspond to the same scale (i.e., exhibit scale invariance).
Biodiversity can influence infection prevalence in different ways
(Strauss et al. 2015), and this relationship changes according to the
spatial scale and grain size at which it is measured (McLeish et al.
2017). For example, vector preferences for plant species and
preference variability among communities influence the spatial
structuring of coinfection at large (Power et al. 2011) and small
(within-host) scales (Susi et al. 2015). One possibility explaining
the different properties of Edge is the relationship between virus
prevalence and plant biomass uncovered by Sacristán et al. (2004).
The biomass in crop boundaries throughout the year was more
constant than in Wasteland habitat. This suggested the higher plant
biomass supported higher vector populations and increased trans-
mission. Uncovering the epidemiology of multihost pathogens is a
major hurdle in identifying reservoirs (Viana et al. 2014). Our
results reveal the importance of Edge as a reservoir community
(Ashford 2003) that included both plant and virus transmission
hubs, which might intensify ecological interactions and co-
prevalence in close proximity to crops. Epidemiological network
analysis has shown that increased ecological interactions can lead to
lower thresholds for epidemic outbreaks (Yang et al. 2015).
Transmission to crop from reservoirs and vice versa will depend
on their ecological interactions (e.g.,Gurarie andSeto 2008) and the
compositional features of the ecosystem. This suggests that the
spatial organization of transmission hubs that result in a reservoir
might create stable ecological niches or modify evolutionary
dynamics that inhibit or promote emergence in crops.

Conclusion—what drives transmission? It was expected
that coinfection would increase the complexity of ecological
interactions and virus transmission owing to variability in (i) the
number of infections within hosts and (ii) the frequencies of
infections between hosts. To the contrary, we found that coinfection
might be associated with stable ecological interactions, especially
between key host and virus species that we termed hubs.
Transmission hubs that connect communities of hosts and viruses
possibly drive diffuse multispecies coevolutionary dynamics. The
implications of both network and regression modeling point to
community-level organization that indicates reservoirs of relatively
stable ecological interactions. These findings showed that key
species as well as communities of viruses and hosts provide useful
information about components of transmission at the ecosystem
level. Identifying hubs of transmission and potential reservoirs of
infection is a powerful device for selective management strategies
in disease control and an important step in determining whether
stable ecological networks either promote or inhibit pathogen
emergence. If stable ecological associations are common in
agroecosystems, then anticipating or predicting transmission
pathways will be less uncertain. Our findings raised at least two
possibilities: that (i) Edge reservoir communities drove ecological
interactions and infection heterogeneity of the entire ecosystem
(Nishiura et al. 2009) or that (ii) Edge communities supported
sufficient transmission hubs to reproduce a global pattern. Or, is it a
confluence of processes propagating frommultiple scales? In other
words, which way does the signal, or effect, propagate? These
hypotheses leave an interesting line of investigation for future
research.
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